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This paper looks at the various linguistic devices used in the Ramoaaina language to 
ensure cohesion within a discourse. The cohesive devices have been categorized as follows: 
reference, ellipsis, conjunction, lexical cohesion and order of sentences. How each 
contributes to cohesion is shown through a variety of examples. 
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1. ABBREVIATIONS 
1   1st person 

2   2nd person 

3   3rd person 

du   dual 

tr   trial 

pl   plural (four or more) 

ex   Exclusive 

in   Inclusive 

ART  Article 

CAUS   Causitive 

CP     Connective Particle 

DEM  Demonstrative 

EDPOS   Edible Possessive 

EP   Effective Particle 

IRR   Irrealis 

NEG  Negative 

ORD  Ordinal Number 

PL   Plural 

POS  Possessive 

PRF   Perfect Aspect 

RDPL  Reduplication 

STAT  Stative 

UNSPEC Unspecified Subject 

2. INTRODUCTION 
Cohesion is a term used by Halliday and Hasan (1976) to describe how sentences are linked together by 

means of linguistic devices, which operate to ensure that the sentences bind together into one unit. Cohesive 
devices therefore ensure that a discourse does not merely consist of a number of sentences following one after 
another.The study of cohesion reveals how this is achieved. 

“In the analysis of texts, relations within the sentence are fairly adequately expressed already in structural 
terms, so that there is no need to involve the additional notion of cohesion to account for how the parts of a 
sentence hang together. Between sentences, however, there are no structural relations, and this is where the 
study of cohesion becomes important.” (Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p.146) 

Halliday and Hasan have classified cohesive devices used in English into five different categories: 
reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion. In this paper we’ll basically use the 
framework of their categories to examine the cohesive devices used in Ramoaaina discourse. As I don’t think 
that Ramoaaina uses substitution as Halliday and Hasan define it, we won’t look at that category. As well as 
Halliday and Hasan’s categories, we’ll also look at the order in which sentences occur as this is an important 
cohesive device in Ramoaaina. 
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The Ramoaaina language is spoken by about 10 000 people living in the Duke of York islands in the East 
New Britain Province of Papua New Guinea. It is an Austronesian language, belonging to the Meso-Melanesian 
cluster, in the South New Ireland/NW Solomonic network. (Ross, 1988, p.258) The data used to write this paper 
and the examples included come from stories either told or written by the Duke of York people between 1980 
and 1997. I’d like to thank them for their help. 

3. REFERENCE 
The first cohesive device we will look at is reference. Reference is, according to Halliday and Hasan a 

semantic relation. The identity of the item being referred to can be retrieved elsewhere. “The cohesion lies in 
the continuity of reference.” (Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p.31). Reference may be either a) exophoric, referring 
to the situation outside of the text; or b) endophoric, referring to something within the text itself. As exophoric 
reference is not linguistically cohesive we will not be pursuing it here. Endophoric references may be either 
anaphoric, referring to the preceding text, of cataphoric, referring to the following text. 

We will now look at the various reference types used in Ramoaaina, under the same three classifications 
that Halliday and Hasan use, that is personal reference, demonstrative reference and comparative reference. 

3.1 Personal Reference 
Halliday and Hasan state that “Personal reference is reference by means of function in the speech situation, 

through the category of PERSON.” (1976, p.37) In Ramoaaina the personal reference forms we will look at are 
the person marking morpheme, the possessive suffix, the possessive pronoun, the oblique pronoun and the 
independent pronoun. For each of these there is a set of 1st, 2nd and 3rd person singular forms, plus 1st person 
inclusive and exclusive, 2nd person and 3rd person dual, trial and plural forms. Although personal reference in 
Ramoaaina may be used both anaphorically and cataphorically within a sentence, across sentence boundaries it 
seems to only be used anaphorically. 

a. The person marking morpheme is used anaphorically. In the following example it provides cohesion 
between two adjacent sentences. ‘He’ in the second sentence refers to ‘this man’ in the first sentence. 
 1) @ lt``m` lh ` sdm` l``q,l``qh- O` h a`an ah`` s`` 

ART man this ART one.who RDPL-love NEG 3s see futilely EP 
sd a`` hm lnkn- 
someone who 3sIRR hungry 
‘This man was one who loved. He didn’t futilely look at someone who would be hungry.’ 

b. The possessive suffix is also used anaphorically. In the following example ‘his hand’ refers to ‘that 
child’ mentioned two sentences previously. 
 2) @ m``s,khj l`` o` h l``s v`j``j tsa``h- M``oh h knmfknmf m` 

ART child-little that NEG 3s die well yet perhaps 3s crazy of 
lhm``s l`,jt ctj- O`j``m` atmf a`` q`` m``s hmfdm khj C``mhdk 
death now-just perhaps piece day when one child another little Daniel 
h v`k``q,h o`` jtoh hm o`,o``l t q` khl``,m` o`` hm--- 
3s try-3s so.that so.that 3sIRR RDPL-hold on ART hand-3sPOS so.that 3sIRR... 
‘That child wasn’t completely dead yet. Perhaps he was just lapsing into death. At the time when 
another child Daniel tried to hold onto his hand so that he would...’ 

c. The possessive pronoun is also used anaphorically, and in the following example ‘her’ refers back to 
‘their grandmother’ in the previous sentence. 
 3) S`atm,ch``q h jh l` h st,stm- A`` h ststm h otj 

grandmother-3sPOS 3s sit and 3s RDPL-cook when 3s RDPL-cook 3s sprinkle 
`,m` sta` l` q` l`o``j jn q` l`s``,m` c``mhl- 
EDPOS-3s greens with ART salt.water from ART eye-3sPOS river 
‘Their grandmother sat and cooked. When she cooked she sprinkled her greens with salt water 
from the spring.’ 

d. The oblique pronoun is also used anaphorically, and the location ‘at him’ in the following example refers 
to ‘Jeli’ in the first sentence. 
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 4) Idkh h l``s l`ts- Hn m`ltq ch`s ``k `o``s o``,h ch`s v`,hmdo s``,h l` 
Jeli 3s die immediately so later 3pl pull forth EP-3s 3pl CAUS-lie E-3s and 
sd,m`,khj Idjkhm h stq,stq m``,m`+ h kt,kt`m l` m``,m`- 
sibling-3POS-little Jeklin 3s RDPL-stand at-3POS 3s RDPL-cry now at-3POS 
‘Jeli died immediately. So then they pulled him out they laid him down and his brother Jeklin was 
standing at him, he was crying now at him.’ 

e. The independent pronoun is used anaphorically, and has a cohesive effect between the two sentences. 
 5) Ch``q v``m o``s `m,ch``q tsm`` jt,q`` h v`mhm``q s``,h h 

3du go arrive EDPOS-3du food at-there 3s prepare EP-3s 3s 
stm,stm,h jt l` q` onkn m` s`lhmhlh- L` h` `,m` tsm`` h 
RDPL-cook-3s just with ART liquid CP urinate and 3s EDPOS-3s food 3s 
stm,h l` q` l`o``j jn q` l`s``,m` c``mhl- 
cook-3s with ART salt.water from ART eye-3sPOS river 
‘They arrived their food was there prepared she cooked it just with urine. And she her food she 
cooked with salt water from the spring.’ 

For more information on personal reference in Ramoaaina see Participant Reference in Ramoaaina and 
Duke of York Grammar Essentials. 

3.2 Demonstrative Reference 
Halliday and Hasan state that “demonstrative reference is reference by means of location, on a scale of 

PROXIMITY.” (1976, p.37) Ramoaaina makes many distinctions in proximity. The demonstratives used for 
closest proximity to the speaker are ah, lh or a`qh, all having the meaning ‘this’. These three words appear to be 
fairly interchangeable. A`qh is less common than the other two and may be more archaic. The reason for 
distinguishing between ah and lh is not totally clear to me at this stage. L`` ‘that’ is used for the next distance 
further away from the speaker, but still fairly close. Ramoaaina expresses three other proximities in its 
demonstratives. These proximities are more distant from the speaker. A`md and l`md ‘down there’, a`m``mf` 
and l`m``mf` ‘up there’ and a`qnmf and l`qnmf ‘over there’. As with personal reference, demonstrative 
reference functions anaphorically. Demonstrative reference often functions exophorically, but exophoric 
reference is outside the scope of this paper. 

The following examples illustrate the anaphoric function of some of the demonstratives in Ramoaaina. 
 6) Tl`qh+ lh``s k``m` v``m t,m``mf` t q` Hmtmf`m+ ` a`a``mf a`` 

today 1plin habitually go to-up.there to ART Inungan ART cave which 
s``q` Tq``v`mt` ch`s k`k``tm tm,h- A`` ` s``q` ltkt ch`s v``m o``s+ 
people Uraawanua 3pl live in-3s when ART people real 3pl go forth 
o` ch`s l``qh ` s``q` lh+ l` ch`s tl cnjn `q``o v` ch`s- 
NEG 3pl love ART people this and 3pl hit kill totally away 3pl 
‘Today we go up to the Inungan, a cave that the Uraawanua people lived in. When real people 
appeared they didn’t show any mercy to this people, and they totally killed them.’ 

 7) Ch`s a`an o`` o`j``m` qtl`,khj q`` s`j``m` m` s`at`m jt,q`` t q` 
3pl see EP piece house-little one old CP woman at-there in ART 
qtl`- M`ltq ch`s v`,v`,jto s``t tm,h- Hn+ m`ltq h l``s- Qtl` h 
house later 3pl RDPL-CAUS-light EP on-3s so later 3s die house 3s 
jto,jto+ hn s`j``m` l`` h l``s- 
RDPL-light so old that 3s die 
‘They saw a room of a little house (where) one old woman was in the house. Then they set fire to 
it. So, then she died. (The) house burnt so that old (one) died. 
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 8) Q`` atmf a`` ch`s v``m+ ch`s a`an o`` ` hm o`mh,m` m``v`+ a`` 
one day when 3pl go 3pl see EP ART ART skin-3sPOS clam that 
h j`o,j`a``mf s``t+ m`ltq ch`s ohqh m``+ Ô@`h+ `m,c``s jnhm` tsm`` 
3s RDPL-white EP later 3pl say that hey EDPOS-1plin good thing 
ah+ c``s ` otq,h+ l` c``s ` o``q`,h-” 
this 1plin IRR cook.in.coconut.milk-3s and 1plin IRR mumu-3s 
‘One day when they went, they saw a clam shell that was very white, then they said that, “Hey, 
this good food of ours, let’s cook it in coconut milk and let’s mumu it.” 

3.3 Comparative Reference 
According to Halliday and Hasan “comparative reference is indirect reference by means of IDENTITY or 

SIMILARITY.” (1976, p.37) 

In Ramoaaina j``h ‘also’ functions cohesively in comparative reference to express the likeness between 
two or more things. In the following example both Ronald and I did the same action, namely ‘paddled’. Without 
j``h the similarity of the action would be less obvious, and the difference in places paddled to would be in 
focus. 
 9) Qnm`kc h v`kt` o`qh t,qhm Lnkns- H``t j``h h``t0 v`kt` o`qh t,m``mf` 

Ronald 3s paddle down to-here Molot 1s also 1s paddle down to-up.there 
V``k``k- 
Waalaal 
‘Ronald paddled ashore here to Molot. I also paddled ashore to Waalaal up there.’ 
 

Atktmf ‘another, also, in addition, in turn’ is another comparative reference. In the following example, 
atktmf aids the cohesion between the sentences by establishing a similarity between the subjects of the two 
sentences. 
 10) @ k`otm,khj l`` h kt`m- Hn+ ch``q qt m``s,khj atktmf l`` ch``q 

ART old.one-little that 3s cry so 3du two child-little another that 3du 
kt`m- 
cry 
‘That old lady cried. So those two children also cried.’ 

A`kds ‘again’ also functions cohesively in comparative reference. In the following example a`kds ‘again’ 
connects this sentence not with an adjoining one, but one five sentences previous. 
 11) Sha` m` o`j``m l` ch shq,shqh kdm`` m` s`tk``+ h`jt l`` h` ts  

many CP time now UNSPEC RDPL-ask-3s that CP marry but that 3s self  
o` h s`q,s`q``l l` o` h l`f,l`fhk o` ch`s----A`` ch`s shqh a`kds 
NEG 3s RDPL-obey and NEG 3s react EP 3pl....when 3pl ask again 
` a``ql``m lh jtoh hm s`tk``+ hn h v`ot``m` l`q``f``l ` 
ART young.man this so.that 3sIRR marry well 3s tell then ART 
mtjmtjh,m`--- 
thinking-3sPOS... 
‘Many times now he was asked about marriage, but he himself didn’t take heed and didn’t react to 
them.... When they asked again this young man that he’d marry, well he then told his thoughts....’ 

 

 

                                                           
1 The first h``t ‘I’ in this sentence is an independent pronoun used for emphasis and the second h``t ‘I’ is the subject 

agreement in the verb phrase. 
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4. ELLIPSIS 
The next cohesive device we will examine is ellipsis, which Halliday and Hasan claim “can be regarded as 

substitution by zero.” (1976, p.143) Something is left unsaid but is nevertheless understood from the text itself. 
In Ramoaaina nominal, verbal and clausal ellipsis occur, and we’ll look at each of these in turn. 

4.1 Nominal Ellipsis 
Nominal elliptical forms may be replaced by their full forms with items recoverable from the preceding 

text. In nominal ellipsis the head of the noun phrase (NP) is elided and a modifier fills its slot. 

In the following example, the cardinal numeral has been upgraded to the head position, and is modified by 
the possessive. The elided noun recoverable from the previous sentence is ‘fish’. As the possessive form used is 
the edible possessive what is being referred to is made extra clear. 
 12) Lh``s a`an ``f` ` h`m jt,q`` t q` a`k`` q` ``f`- Hn+ lh``s stk` 

1plex see canoe ART fish at-there in ART inside POS canoe well 1plex send 
Khradsg h q`j``m o`` `m` q``- 
Lisbeth 3s remove EP 3sEDPOS one 
‘We saw the canoe there were fish inside the canoe. So, we sent Lisbeth she took her one.’ 

Likewise the ordinal number ltf``m` ‘first’ in the following example fills the head. The full NP would 
be ltf``m` rhohc ans ‘first speed boat’, again recoverable from the preceding sentence. 

 13) Jtl rhohc ans ch`s v``m s`khkh l` s``j,h,md Q`a`tk- Ltf``m` h v``m 
PL speed boat 3pl go back now from-at-down Rabaul first 3s go 
s``mf` Atskhv`m- 
from Butliwan 
‘Speed boats came back now from down in Rabaul. (The) first went from Butliwan.’ 

In the following example there is an obvious contrast, the affirmative being given first in a full NP (with 
head) and the negative contrast following with an elided head, and the negative and the possessive remaining. 
 14) @,mt,mf ` oh`+ v`jhq `,mt,l- 

ART-POS-1sPOS ART land NEG ART-POS-2sPOS 
‘(It’s) my land, not yours.’ 

It is also possible to have the negative first in the full NP and the affirmative in a reduced NP without a 
head. 
 15) T v`q,v`qtf`+ v`jhq `,mt,l oh`+ `,mt,m m``,mf+ m``,mf 

2s RDPL-lie NEG ART-POS-2s land ART-POS-3s mother-1sPOS mother-1sPOS 
h jtk,h jnm Onhmf``- 
3s buy-3s from Poingaa 
‘You’re lying, (it’s) not your land, (it’s) my mother’s, my mother bought it from Poingaa.’ 

In a listing of items, nominal ellipsis is common. In the following the first three items in the list have the 
full NP, but after that only the part that changes is given. 
 16) Ch`s ` s``q` s``mf` lhm+ s``q` s``j` h,qnmf M`at``k+ s``q` s``j` 

3pl ART people from here people from at-there Nabuaal people from 
h,`` L`j`c``+ M`jtjtq+ Atskhv`m+ Tq``jtjtq ch`s q``o ch`s v``m o``s- 
at-over.there Makadaa Nakukur Butliwan Uraakukur 3pl all 3pl go forth 
‘They the people from here, people from at Nabuaal, people from over at Makadaa, Nakukur, 
Butliwan, Uraakukur they all arrived.’ 

4.2 Verbal Ellipsis 
Like the noun, the verb may also be elided and its full form recoverable from the preceding text. The 

following example shows verbal ellipsis. 
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 17) H v`j`` o` h``t+ h``t jt l` q` mt,mf jtl m``s o` ch`s 
3s picked.up EP 1s 1s only and ART POS-1sPOS PL child NEG 3pl 
v``m- Lhq jt l` q`` m``s jtoh hm a`antq` h``t t q` qtl` m` 
go 1duex only and one child so.that 3sIRR look.after 1s at ART house CP 
l`k``o``mf- 
sick 
‘He picked me up, only me, and my children didn’t go. Only me and one child so that he would 
look after me at the hospital.’ 

In the second sentence the verb has elided. It seems that the full form would be h v`j`` o` lhq jt l` 
q`` m``s ‘he picked up me and one child.’ 

4.3 Clausal Ellipsis 
The only structure where a whole clause seems to be elided in Ramoaaina is when o`sd ‘no’ replaces it. See 

the following example. The full form which has been elided is ` s``q` q``o o` ch`s ` v``m o``s ‘all the 
people wouldn’t arrive.’ 
 18) ---m`ltf` ` jtl knjknj ch`s ohq,ohq,h m`` q`` o`j``m` adk jt ` 

...before ART PL chief 3pl RDPL-say-3s that one time bell only ART 
s``q` q``o ch`s ` v``m o``s- Hn+ jtl`qh o`sd l`+ tm v`k`mfnqn adk 
people all 3pl IRR go forth well today no now 2sIRR hear bell 
jn q` l`k``m` jhm`khj l` hm mfn l`q`v``h jto shv` a`` mnhm` 
from ART morning little and 3sIRR rest near for nine or ten 
o`j``m` atmf- 
piece.of day 
‘In the past the chiefs say that one time only the bell (would ring) and all the people would arrive. 
Well, today not now, you’ll hear the bell from early morning and it’ll stop at about nine or ten 
o’clock.’ 

5. CONJUNCTION 
Conjunctive forms are not cohesive in themselves, but they specify how “what is to follow is systematically 

connected to what has gone before.” (Halliday and Hasan 1976, p.227). “In describing conjunction as a 
cohesive device, we are focusing attention not on the semantic relations as such, as realized throughout the 
grammar of the language, but on one particular aspect of them, namely the function they have of relating to each 
other linguistic elements that occur in succession but are not related by other, structural means.” (Halliday and 
Hasan 1976, p.227) Conjunctions are used extensively in Ramoaaina within the sentence to relate clauses to 
each other, but we will mostly be concerned with how they link sentences with one another. We will now look 
at conjunction usage in Ramoaaina under the same four categories that Halliday and Hasan use, namely 
additive, adversative, causal and temporal. 

5.1 Additive Conjunction 
In Ramoaaina the co-ordinating conjunction l` ‘and’ functions cohesively as an additive conjunctive 

element. Firstly we’ll look at an example of how it is used cohesively when “there is a total, or almost total, 
shift in the participants from one sentence to the next, and yet the two sentences are very definitely part of a 
text.” (Halliday and Hasan 1976, p.235) 
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 19) Q`` s``q` j``h jnm lh``s ch`s v``m o`` ch`s ` o`o``l+ ` s``q` 
one people also from 1plex 3pl go so.that 3pl IRR work ART people 
jn q` s``l``m+ ch`s v``m o`` ch`s ` o`o``l+ ch`s v`k`mfnqn 
from ART village 3pl go so.that 3pl IRR work 3pl hear 
mhkt`m ` c`c`ho h kn,h j`qnl ch`s+ ch`s j`k`` ltqltq- L` q`` 
crying ART wind 3s carry-3s to 3pl 3pl run follow and one 
s``q` a`` o` ch`s v`k`mfnqn k``q o``,h t q` cdjcdj m` c`c`ho o` 
people DEM NEG 3pl hear able E-3s in ART strong CP wind NEG 
ch`s mtmtq`,h- 
3pl know-3s 
‘Some people of us also went so that they would work, the people from the village, who went to 
work, they heard crying (which) the wind carried to them, they ran behind. And some people who 
couldn’t hear it in the strong wind didn’t know.’ 

Secondly l` ‘and’ is also used cohesively to link dialogue and narrative, as in the following example. 

 20) M`ltq h jdkdjdkd l`+ ÔL``lhm+ l``lhm+ s`otjt l`` th sdo``,mf-” 
later 3s sing with type.of.fish type.of.fish return because 2s friend-1sPOS 
L` o` h mtmtq` o`` ` SnL``ql``q oh jt,q`` l`,jt h j`t,j`vnh- 
and NEG 3s know EP ART ToMaarmaar big at-there now-only 3s RDPL-spy 
‘Later he sang, “Fish, fish, return because you are my friend.” And he didn’t know that now only 
the big ToMaarmaar was there spying.’ 

Thirdly, l` ‘and’ is used cohesively with the meaning that there’s something more to be said. See the 
following example. 
 21) ÔH c`vns ts l`` h``t kn o`` ` l``mh l``- L` ` l``mh l`` 

3s true self DEM 1s take EP ART money DEM and ART money DEM 
h``t kn o``,h j`ahm` a`` ` jtl s``q` ch`s a``m``j`j` `,mt,mf 
1s take EP-3s reason DEM ART PL people 3pl destroy ART-POS-1s  
tsm`` t q` o`j``m` atmf a`` lh``s s`l``,m` jh h,m``mf` Mnmf` 
thing at ART piece day when 1plex father-3sPOS stay at-up Nonga 
t q` qtl` m` l`k``o``mf-” 
at ART house CP sick 
‘ “It’s very true that I took that money. And that money I took because people destroyed my things 
at the time when my family and I were at Nonga at the hospital.” ’ 

Fourthly, l` ‘and’ is used in a very common story-ending, in the sense of an addition to conclude. 

 22) L` q`` jt h`+ mt,mf ``j,``jtq- 
And one just 3s POS-1s RDPL-story 
‘And that’s just it, my story.’ 

Fifthly, l` ‘and’ can be used cohesively in an additive function that specifies a comparison of 
dissimilarity. In the following example l` ‘and’ coupled with the emphatic pronoun h` ‘she’ gives a 
comparison a second side to it. 
 23) Ch``q v``m o``s `m,ch``q tsm`` jt,q`` h v`mhm``q s``,h h 

3du go arrive EDPOS-3du food at-there 3s prepare EP-3s 3s 
stm,stm,h jt l` q` onkn m` s`lhmhlh- L` h` `,m` tsm`` h 
RDPL-cook-3s just with ART liquid CP urinate and 3s EDPOS-3s food 3s 
stm,h l` q` l`o``j jn q` l`s``,m` c``mhl- 
cook-3s with ART salt.water from ART eye-3sPOS river 
‘They arrived their food was there prepared she cooked it just with urine. And her food she cooked 
with salt water from the spring.’ 
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5.2 Adversative Conjunction 
In Ramoaaina, the adversative conjunction h`jt ‘but’ meaning contrary to expectation is used cohesively. 

For example, 
 24) Ch`s s`a``q` lh``s l` q` q``hr+ shmohr+ rhf`qds l` s` jtl tsm`` 

3pl present 1plex with ART rice tinned.fish cigarette and some PL thing 
j``h- H`jt m`ltq ch`s stq o``,h jtoh ch`s v`knmf `,mt,lh``s jtl 
also but later 3pl stand EP-3s so.that 3pl steal ART-POS-1plex PL 
ohm`o``l+ ` jtl j`qdjd l` anqn- 
garden ART PL chicken and pig 
‘They presented us with rice, tinned fish, cigarettes and some things too. But later they started to 
steal our produce, chicken and pigs.’ 

An alternative form, h`jt l`` ‘but that’ is also often used. For example, 

 25) M`ltf` h``t k``m` anjn- H`jt l`` o` h``t k``m` ``k s` h`m- 
before 1s habitually fish but that NEG 1s habitually pull some fish 
‘Before I used to fish. But I used not to catch any fish.’ 

5.3 Causal Conjunction 
In a simple causal relation the cause is expressed first and the presupposing sentence expresses the effect. 

In Ramoaaina, hn ‘so’ functions in this relation, as in the following example. Put simply the construction is 
CAUSE. Hn EFFECT. 

 26) V``kt m` j`k``mf q``o h``t jh h,m``mf` Jhlad stj ` jtl cnjs`` ch`s 
eight CP month all 1s sit at-up Kimbe until ART PL doctor 3p 
a`an,h a`` ` j`jh,mf h` jnhm` v``mv``m- Hn+ ch`s o`k`` v` h``t- 
see-3s DEM ART leg-1sPOS 3sPRF good a.bit so 3pl release away 1s 
‘For the whole of eight months I stayed up at Kimbe until the doctors saw that my leg was getting 
better. So, they discharged me.’ 

The reversed form of the causal relation, in which the first sentence expresses the effect and the second 
expresses the cause is also used in Ramoaaina. We find the following expressions: Jtl`` or l`` and Ah h` ` 
j`ahm`. Jtl`` ‘because, for’ and its alternative and more common form l`` ‘because, for’ are used 
cohesively mostly within a sentence to link clauses, but they are also found linking sentences, as in the 
following example. 
 27) Q`` atmf+ ` j`qdjd h v`ot` ` jtl m`s,m`st,m` khj,khj 

one day ART hen 3s tell ART PL RDPL-child-3sPOS RDPL-little 
kdmah+ Ô@ jtl m`s,m`st,mf khj,khj+ jnjt lt``s v``m,v``m hmfdm 
like-this ART PL RDPL-child-1sPOS RDPL-little don’t 2pl RDPL-go away 
jnm h``t a`` h``t atqtmf a``s o` lt``s l` q` qt ahah``,mf a`` 
from 1s when 1s cover stop EP 2pl with ART two wing-1sPOS when  
c``s hmdo- Jtl`` ` j`vhvh `,mtm,c``s h``a``q jt,qh jt h qnvn 
1plin sleep because ART hawk ART-POS-1plin enemy at-here only 3s fly 
s`k,s`khkh jto s` jtl m``s,m``s m` j`qdjd+ jtoh hm tl cnjn o`  
RDPL-around for some PL RDPL-little CP chicken so.that 3sIRR hit kill EP 
ch`s jtoh hm ``m ch`s-” 
3pl so.that 3sIRR eat 3pl 
‘One day the hen told her little children like this, “My little children, don’t go away from me when 
I cover you over with my two wings when we sleep. Because the hawk our enemy is just here 
flying back and forth for some little chickens to kill and eat.” ’ 

Bi ia a kabina ‘this is the reason, here is the reason’ is used cohesively as in the following example. 
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 28) @ s``q` o` ch`s jh l`q`v``h ` jt``a``q m` anqn l``- Ah h` ` 
ART people NEG 3pl sit near ART wild CP pig that this 3s ART 
j`ahm` jt a`` h` ``m o`` s` lnmfnqn m` s``q` hn kdm,l`` ` 
reason just that 3sPRF eat EP some many CP people so like-that ART 
s``q` ch`s atq,atqts ``jhs jto,h- 
people 3pl RDPL-fear very for-3s 
‘The people didn’t live near that wild pig. This is just the reason that it ate many people so like 
that the people were very afraid of it.’ 

5.4 Temporal Conjunction 
There are many temporal conjunctive forms that express the relation between two sentences in terms of 

time. We’ll look at conjunctive forms that give sequential, simultaneous, preceding and terminal meanings. 

5.4.1 Sequential 
M`ltq ‘later, then’ is a very common temporal conjunction, used cohesively as in example (29). It may 

occur with hn, giving hn m`ltq ‘well then’ as in example (30). 
 29) H vdshqh+ ÔV`h`` mf``mf tsm``>” M`ltq h qtj t,`` m`,qtl`- 

3s ask where 1sEDPOS food later 3s enter to-there at-house 
‘He asked, “Where is my food?” Later he entered inside the house.’ 

Hn m`ltq 
 30) Idkh h l``s l`ts- Hn m`ltq ch`s ``k `o``s o``,h+ ch`s v`,hmdo 

Jeli 3s die immediately well then 3pl pull arrive EP-3s 3pl cause-sleep 
s``,h l` sd,m`,khj Idjkhm h stq,stq m``,m`- 
EP-3s and brother-3sPOS-little Jeklin 3s RDPL-stand at-3sPOS 
 ‘Jeli died then. Well then they pulled him out, they laid him down and his brother Jeklin stood 
beside him.’ 

M`ltq can also occur with some other words to make the time relation more specific. For example, qt 
atmf jt m`ltq ‘just two days later’ is used cohesively as in the following example. Any number may be 
substituted for ‘two’ and other time periods for ‘days’. 
 31) A`` ch``q vdktkt nmf o`` l` q` jtl l``mh jnm lh``s+ ` jtl 

when 3du run away EP with ART PL money from 1plex ART PL 
s``q` ch`s vdktkt o``s l` q` jtl onkhr ts,j``h jtoh ch`s a``s jto 
people 3pl run arrive and ART PL police self-also so.that 3pl seek for 
` qt q``rj`k jtl``- Qt atmf jt m`ltq+ ch a``s o`` ` qt 
ART two criminal DEM two day only later UNSPEC seek EP ART two 
q``rj`k l`` l` ch``q jns- 
criminal DEM and 3du court 
‘When they ran away with the money from us, people ran out and even the police too so that they 
sought for those two criminals. Only two days later, those two criminals were found and they were 
taken to court.’ 

M`ltq s``m` ‘later than it, after that’ is another sequential conjunction incorporating m`ltq ‘later’. 

 32) L` h``t a``kt,h a``+ ÔH jnhm` jt K`dm+ h``t f``h` jt jto ` v`vdq 
and 1s reply-3s that 3s good only Laen 1s happy only for ART teaching 
m` Atj S``at-” M`ltq s``,m` Fnkh`r h vdv`s``h jn q` ``j`oh jto 
CP book prohibited later than-3sPOS Golias 3s call from ART road for 
h``t jtoh c``s ` stq o`` l` `,mtm,c``s v`vdq- 
1s so.that 3p IRR stand EP now ART-POS-1plin teaching 
‘And I replied that, “It’s alright Laen, I’m just happy for teaching of the Bible.” After that Golias 
called from the road for me so that we would then start our  lesson.’ 
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Hn+ j`khj l`jt ‘well, just a short time’ is another sequential conjunction. 

 33) Ch qdmf a``s s``,h l` q` qtl` l` o` ch`s a`an o``,h- Hn+ 
UNSPEC destroy stop EP-3s with ART house and NEG 3pl see EP-3s well 
j`khj l`,jt ` s``q` s``mf` lhm Lnkns ch`s k``m` v``m 
short.time now-only ART people from here Molot 3pl habitually go 
t,m``mf` ch`s k``m` qt dm jtqt a`,m``mf` m`sd L``qdm- 
to-up.there 3pl habitually gather ART hog.plum at-up.there on.top Maaren 
‘She was destroyed with the house and no one saw her. Well, just a short time the people from 
here in Molot would go up they would gather hog plums up there in Maaren.’ 

Ordinal numbers connect sentences in sequential conjunction. Any after the first may occur with a`kds 
‘again’ or without it. In the following example a`kds ‘again’ occurs with vdqtch ‘second’ but not with vdstkch 
‘third’. There is also ellipsis of the noun phrase kum sipid bot ‘speed boats’ in this example. 
 34) Jtl rhohc ans ch`s v``m s`khkh l` s``j,h,md Q`a`tk- Ltf``m` h v``m 

PL speed boat 3pl go back now from-at-down Rabaul first 3s go 
s``mf` Atskhv`m- @ vd,qtch a`kds s``mf` Atskhv`m- H vd,stkch s``mf` 
from Butliwan ART ORD-two again from Butliwan 3s ORD-three from 
Atskhv`m a`kds- 
 ‘Speed boats came back now from down in Rabaul. The first went from Butliwan. The second 
again was from Butliwan. It was the third from Butliwan again.’ 

5.4.2  Simultaneous 
A very common simultaneous conjunctive form is t q` o`j``m` atmf l`` ‘at that time’. 

 35) T q`` atmf t q` Jqhrl`r h``t+ S`s`` M`m`` l` sd,mf,khj 
on one day at ART Christmas 1s Dad Mum and brother-1sPOS-little 
lh``s v``m t,md Q`a`tk- T q` o`j``m` atmf l`` ` mf``k` m` 
1plex go to-down Rabaul at ART piece day that ART big CP 
c`c`ho l` q` sno h v``m l` o` s` o`q``t h vdkh`` tm,h- 
wind and ART wave 3s go and NEG some ship 3s go in-3s 
‘One day at Christmas time I, Dad, Mum and my brother went down to Rabaul. At that time a big 
wind and waves were going and no ships went.’ 

5.4.3 Preceding 
M`ltf` ‘before’ is a very common preceding conjunctive form. 

 36) Lhq stq o`` fhm`k``r a`` Tqjtj- M`ltf` jto @`a`q``l hm f`k``r+ 
1duex stand EP snorkelling at Urkuk Before for Aabaraam 3sIRR snorkel 
lhq jh+ @`a`q``l h o``l o`` knst- 
1duex sit Aabaraam 3s make EP pray 
‘We started snorkelling at Urkuk. Before Aabaraam snorkelled we sat, Aabaraam prayed.’ 

5.4.4 Terminal 
Stj ‘until’ is a terminal conjunctive form. 

 37) M`ltq ` njhm h s`otmtj o`` l` h v``m l`ts- Stj lh c``s 
later ART wallaby 3s sad EP and 3s go totally until now 1plin 
mtmtq`,h m`` ` njhm ` qt khl``,m` ch``q jtjtq l`,jt- 
know-3s that ART wallaby ART two arm-3sPOS 3du short now-only 
‘Later the wallaby was sad and he left. Until now we know that the wallaby his two arms are just 
short.’ 
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5.5 Continuative Conjunction 
Hn is similar to the Melanesian pidgin word nq`hs. It is a very common conjunction in Ramoaaina. We’ve 

already discussed hn ‘so’ as a causal conjunction. Hn is also used cohesively as a continuative conjunction, with 
the meaning ‘well, then’. It functions to introduce a new incident in the story or as a response to or an 
explanation of what has preceded. In some ways it also has a sequential meaning. It may be used cohesively in 
many consecutive sentences. In the following example the first hn is an explanation, and the second hn moves us 
onto the next point, like a new incident in the story. 
 38) L` q`` jtl o`j``m` atmf h v`,s`otmtj h``t+ hm a`k``,mf hm 

and one PL piece day 3s CAUS-sad 1s 3sIRR stomach-1sPOS 3sIRR 
j``mj``m- Hn+ h j``o` a`` o` h``t ``k o`` s` lnmfnqn m` h`m `mf 
angry well 3s clear if NEG 1s pull EP some many CP fish 1sIRR 
s`otmtj l` a`` h``t ``k o`` lnmfnqn m` h`m `mf f``h` ``jhs- Hn+ 
sad and if 1s pull EP many CP fish 1sIRR happy very well 
l`mf`l`mf``m h q` ahmnjn h kdm,ah9 tm jtk o`` mtl s` ``f`--- 
way of ART fishing 3s like-this 2sIRR buy EP 2sPOS any canoe 
‘And sometimes it made me sad, my stomach would be angry. Well it was clear if I didn’t pull 
many fish, I’d be sad and if I pulled many fish I’d be very happy. Well the way of fishing is like 
this: you must buy your canoe.’ 
 

6. LEXICAL COHESION 
Halliday and Hasan discuss two types of lexical cohesion: reiteration and collocation. I’ll only be 

examining reiteration in Ramoaaina. 

“Reiteration is a form of lexical cohesion which involves the repetition of a lexical item, at one end of the 
scale; the use of a general word to refer back to a lexical item, at the other end of the scale; and a number of 
things in between - the use of a synonym, near-synonym, or superordinate.” (Halliday and Hassan, 1976, p.278) 

6.1 Repetition 
Repetition of a lexical item is used cohesively in Ramoaaina as in the following example, where the noun is 

repeated. 
 39) H``t a`an rhohc ans+ h``t a`an o` ltq- Ltq jh s``t t q` rhohc ans- 

1s see speed boat 1s see EP 2du 2du sit EP in ART speed boat 
‘I saw a speed boat, I saw you. You were just sitting in the speed boat.’ 

Repetition of a verb phrase is also used cohesively. In the following example, the repeated verb phrase 
provides a stable context in which to give more detail of another element of the sentence, or make that 
information more specific. 
 40) Ch`s v``m s``t ltm tm q`` lt``m`+ ch`s v``m s``t tm Hnrdo l` ch`s 

3pl go EP then on one man 3pl go EP on Iosep and 3pl 
v`ot` s``,h- 
tell EP-3s 
‘They came across one man then, they came across Iosep and they told him.’ 

A clause may be repeated to stress duration, or repeated action. It is quite common that the final repetition 
of the clause is followed by q``o ‘finish’ to show that the action is finished. This type of construction is often 
used for tail-head linkage as in the following example. 
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 41) Ch``q o`m``j ohj`- Ch``q o`m``j ohj`+ ch``q o`m``j ohj` q``o o`` 
3du shoot bird 3du shoot bird 3du shoot bird finish EP 
kdm,lh+ ch``q v``m o``s t,m`,s``l``m- 
like-this 3du go arrive to-at-village 
‘They shot birds. They shot birds, they finished shooting birds like this, they went into the 
village.’ 

A clause may be repeated in the frame of a`` ‘when’ and kdmlh ‘like this’. Likewise this construction is 
commonly used for tail-head linkage, as in the following example. 
 42) ---Idkh h v``m l`ts h o``l o`` khl`` q` m``s,khj h ``k o``,h 

...Jeli 3s go immediately 3s hold EP hand POS child-little 3s pull EP-3s 
j`qnl ` v``,m`,khj kdm,lh l` h j`q``s ` khl``,m`- A`` h 
to ART mouth-3sPOS-little like-this and 3s bite ART hand-3sPOS when 3s 
j`q``s s`` khl``,m` kdm,lh h o`jh v`,h l` h l``s- 
bite EP hand-3sPOS like-this 3s put.down away-3s and 3s die 
‘...Jeli went immediately he held the child’s hand he pulled it to his mouth like this and he bit his 
hand. When he bit his hand like this he put it down and he died.’ 

6.2 Synonyms 
The use of a synonym or near-synonym is another cohesive device used in Ramoaaina. In example (43) a 

synonym is used and in example (44) a near-synonym. 
 43) M`ltq h vdktkt o`qh a`kds t,m`jnmn j`qnl ` o``o- A`` h j`k`` 

later 3s run down again to-beach to ART dog when 3s run 
o``s j`qnl,h kdm,l`qh ` o``o h ktmf o`` ` ``mf`vhm`--- 
arrive to-3s like-this ART dog 3s smell EP ART aroma 
‘Later he ran down again to the beach to the dog. When he ran arrived to him like this the dog 
smelt the aroma...’ 

 44) H``t kn o`` a`kds hm jhm``ahs l` h``t j`` a`kds ts hm k`l`` 
1s carry EP again ART strap and 1s climb again still ART coconut 
l`` h``t j`stj jnm,h- H``t j`` o`` ` jtq jtk``t+ h``t 
which 1s fall from-3s 1s climb EP ART bunch green.coconut 1s 
o`qh--- 
descend 
‘I took the strap again and I climbed the coconut from which I fell. I climbed a bunch of green 
coconuts, I came down...’ 

6.3 Superordinates 
Reiteration by means of a superordinate is also used cohesively. See the following example. 

 45) Tm a`an,h+ t q` mtm,c``s jtl v``kv``khm` ` o`j``m` s``h 
2sIRR see-3s on ART POS-1plin PL coast ART piece sea 
jtl`qh h` jhk qhot lnmfnqn m` chv``h s``j` m`jnmn- Lnmfnqn 
now 3sPRF dig uproot many CP tree from beach many 
m` qtl` ch`s stq m`jnmn ` sno h` qdmf v` ch`s--- 
CP house 3pl stand beach ART wave 3sPRF destroy away 3pl 
‘You will see on our coasts now the sea has dug uprooted many trees from the beach. Many 
houses that stood on the beach the waves destroyed them away...’ 

6.4 General words 
At the far end of the scale of reiteration, general words are also used for cohesion in Ramoaaina. In 

example (46) the general word refers back to a noun phrase, in example (47) it refers back to a verb, and in 
example (48) it refers back to a clause. 
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 46) H``t mdlh m`` `mf ``j``jtq t q` l`mf`l`mf``m l` ``v` l`` 
1s want that 1sIRR tell about ART custom and what that 
` k``dm- @ ohm`o``l lh ` jtl s``l,s``l``m q``o ch`s k``m` 
ART line ART work this ART PL RDPL-village all 3pl habitually 
o``l,h--- 
do-3s 
‘I want to tell about the custom and what is a line (meeting). This work all the villages do it...’ 

 47) @ jtl m``s khj,khj l`` ch`s j`k`` ts t,md m`,s``l``m- Ch`s 
ART PL child RDPL-little that 3pl run really to-down.at at-village 3pl 
v``m ch`s v``m ch`s v``m ch`s v``m t,md ts m`` q` o``h`l``m- 
go 3pl go 3pl go 3pl go to-down.at actually place POS copra.drier 
‘Those little children really ran down to the village. They went they went they went they went 
right down to the copra drier.’ 

 48) H vdktkt t,`` m`,at``k ch``q ``k hm rsqhmf- Ods,h+ ods,h+ ods,h kdm,lh+ 
3s run to-there at-bush 3du pull ART string do-3s do-3s do-3s like-this 
ch``q q`j``m o`` jtl khv`m+ jtl adkd+ ch``q fn,h l`,h- 
3du remove EP PL knife PL spear 3du stab-3s with-3s 
‘He ran into the bush they pulled the string. Did it, did it, did it like this, they took out knives, 
spears, they stabbed him with them.’ 

A general word such as kdmlh ‘like this’ may refer back to a series of things which together make a whole. 
The general word is used as a conclusion to sum up the totality of them. In the following example the first 
sentence states that they killed To Maarmaar, and then the following sentences give some more details about the 
killing and then kdmlh ‘like this’ in the final sentence points back to the total process of the killing. 

 49) Ch``q ``j cnjn o`` Sn L``ql``q- Sn L``ql``ql``q h s`q,s`q``h m` 
3du hit kill EP To Maarmaar To Maarmaar 3s RDPL-huge CP 
lt``m` oh- H ``k,``k o` ch``q t,`` m`` q` stmf- Ch``q ``k,``k 
man big 3s RDPL-pull EP 3du to-over at ART hole 3du RDPL-pull 
o`qh a`kds- Kdm,lh ch``q ``j cnjn o``,h h l``s- 
down again like-this 3du hit kill EP-3s 3s die 
‘They killed To Maarmaar. To Maarmaarmaar was a very huge man. He pulled and pulled them to 
at the hole. They pulled and pulled out again. Like this they killed him he died.’ 

7. ORDER 
Gutwinski (1976) states that “the order in which sentences follow one another in a text is an important 

feature in the recognition of a group of sentences as a text.” (1976, p.54) The order in which sentences occur 
typically follows the chronological order of events. So, it can usually be assumed that even if other cohesive 
features such as repetition are absent the events are in chronological order, as in the following example. 
 50) A`` ch`s v``m v``mv``m+ ` qt lt``m` ch``q stq a``s o`` ` 

when 3pl go continuing ART two man 3du stand stop EP ART 
j``q- @ c`q``hv` h v`,j`` o` ch``q+ hn+ ch`s v``m- 
car ART driver 3s CAUS-board EP 3du well 3pl go 
‘As they were going two men stopped the car. The driver picked them up, then they went.’ 

Although structures like that in the above example do occur, it seems that order seldom functions alone for 
cohesion, but is usually used in conjunction with other cohesive devices.  

In Ramoaaina the order of sentences may indicate other relations. In example (51) the first sentence gives a 
general picture, and then in the following sentence the specifics of this are detailed. In example (52) we find the 
cause in the first sentence followed by the result in the next sentence. In example (53) the first sentence gives 
the situation and the second sentence gives the reason for this situation. 
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 51) Hn a`` h l`ktq``o v``mv``m kdmah ch`s v`mhm``q- Ch`s jhk `  
well when 3s afternoon become like.this 3pl prepare 3pl dig ART 
hm stmf l` m`ltq ch v`,lnmf o`` m``s,khj l``+ ch`s 
ART hole and later UNSPEC CAUS-decorate EP child-little DEM 3pl 
v`mf``m` o``,h t q` anj khj a`` ch`s `` o``l o``,h hn 
insert EP-3s in ART coffin little which 3pl PRF make  EP-3s then 
ch`s v``m l`,h jtoh ch`s otm`mf,h- 
3pl go with-3s so.that 3pl bury-3s 
‘Well when it was becoming afternoon like this they prepared. They dug a hole and then that child 
was decorated, they put him into the little coffin which they had made then they went with it to 
bury him.’ 

 52) M`ltq o` h hv`m ch`s s`,kdjd l` q` j``q- Stk` s`at`m chstk 
later NEG 3s long.time 3pl STAT-lean with ART car three woman 3tr 
l``s ``jhs l`ts- 
die very immediately 
‘Then it wasn’t long they rolled over with the car. Three women died instantly.’ 

 53) A`` h``t stq t q` l`s`` q` onkhr+ h``t atqts ``jhs- H``t mtj,h 
when 1s stand in ART eye POS police 1s fear very 1s think-3s 
kdm`` chm v`,qtj h``t t q` j`q`atr+ h`jt o`sd- 
that UNSPECIRR CAUS-enter 1s in ART prison but no 
‘When I stood before the police I was very afraid. I thought that I would be put in prison, but I 
wasn’t.’ 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
Having examined the cohesive devices that are used in Ramoaaina discourse we can conclude that a variety 

of devices are employed. All the devices have a part to play in producig cohesion within the discourse. Each 
device makes its own unique contribution, as one functions in a context where another could not. 

Some devices are more commonly used than others. For example, reference is very common and ellipsis 
not so common. Furthermore, within one category some manifestations are more common than others. For 
example, the person marking morpheme under reference (see 3.1a) is very common, whereas the other forms of 
personal reference, that is the possessive suffix, possessive pronoun, oblique pronoun and the independent 
pronoun are not nearly so common. 

Usually a variety of cohesive devices are used together. It seems that they complement one another, and 
that the combination gives the discourse the cohesion it needs. 
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